EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Topic: LRSD Gifted Programs TAV and AP Update

Short Summary:
The purpose of this presentation is to share an update of findings from the technical assistance visit/ADE monitoring that occurred in May 2019. Additionally, a revised LRSD Gifted Program Handbook will be presented for board approval. The handbook was reviewed as part of the TAV visit. The presentation will also give an update to changes with the Advanced Placement program as well as an overview of preliminary AP score results from May 2019.

Action Steps to be taken:
Approval of the LRSD Gifted Program Handbook including a new district Acceleration Policy as directed by board policy.

Key Points:
Program review, highlights, AP Data

Key Players:
LRSD students, staff, GT staff, administrators, parents, community

Fiscal Impact
Potential impact of school expense in paying cancellation fees for students unable to pay.
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